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...were the expletives used by visiting Australian dealers and sales 
representatives after their tour of Deutz-Fahr Land, the most modern 
tractor factory in the world. 

In May 2017 DEUTZ-FAHR opened their brand-new, state of the art 
tractor factory and customer centre, bringing a new approach to tractor 
manufacturing. The Lauingen factory is where the high performance 
6Series, 7Series and 9Series, 130-340 horsepower tractors are built.  

Tony McVilly of Landpower, Colac said, “I have visited many tractor and 
agricultural machinery manufacturing factories, but this is in another 
league altogether.”

The €90 million, 42,000m² factory and adjoining DEUTZ-FAHR ARENA 
represent the company’s largest investment to date. Its development 
provides a completely new approach, not only to manufacturing, but also 
towards customers and service training.

Planning for the new factory began in 2013. A team consisting of factory 
employees and advisors spent time collecting data, making calculations 
and discussing numerous alternatives and solutions.  
A further planning initiative was to simulate the new processes. As a result 
each proposed workstation was developed together with experienced 
employees. Each workstation was tested and modified according to the 
product to be built. 

This led to optimum solutions and an immediate training plan whilst 
achieving a high level of acceptance amongst employees for their new 
working environment.

It was determined that the production process should be smart, meaning 
the organizational areas of production logistics work together to allow 
“just in time” and “just in place” production. 

As a result the factory presents perfectly synchronized logistics. For 
instance, the side of the workshops has large gates to allow direct delivery 
of the largest components to the assembly line with fewer handling steps.

Large parts are delivered to the line from a 4,000m2 storage location 
warehouse. A 25,000m2 location warehouse provides the smaller parts, 
at exactly the right time and in exactly the correct sequence. Components 
are only delivered at the moment when they have to be installed online.

Planning and trials identified that workplace standardization of processes 
and equipment was essential to ensure efficient and high quality work 
procedures.  The resulting platform, designed and developed by Deutz-
Fahr is a unique and innovative solution to keeping the whole process 
moving. The assembly line is an apron conveyor, with soft floor, and 
worker travel conveyors on both sides. Both move in parallel at the same 
speed as the central belt, enabling smooth and easy installation of parts to 
the tractor body, as the employee travels with it. Walking time to collect 
parts or move around the tractor to fit them it’s almost eliminated. 

To meet Deutz-Fahr’s exacting standards, quality had to be insured 
during the whole production process. In addition to individual quality 
checks at each installation step, in-line hydraulic testing and a 
pneumatic test take place at the end of the power train production line.  
 

“HUGE, BRILLIANT,  

            IMPRESSIVE,...”
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Only then can tractors progress to the paint shop.  With an investment of €20 million in 
the paint process alone, the highest quality is assured. The stringent final process of the 
salt-water spray test simulates up to 720 hours wear, without signs of corrosion.  

Finally the tractor proceeds to final assembly and the computer controlled final acceptance 
procedure. All functions of all the installed components are tested individually for each 
tractor. The engine and transmission are run through different speeds and load conditions. 
The front suspension and the front axle suspension are uniquely tested in the final phase. 

Deutz-Fahr’s own power supply provides the required heat for the drying shop as well as 
electricity for the entire production process. Because the production process is designed 
very efficiently, excess heat is used for heating workshops.  Any excess power created is 
fed into the public grid.

The equally spectacular the DEUTZ-FAHR ARENA compliments the factory across the road. 
It is a completely new customer centre, built on a 
3800m² floor area.  The strikingly coordinated, two-story building houses the DEUTZ-
FAHR museum, cinema, shop and café; as well as a huge conference and training facility. 
There is even a test track where visitors are able to test drive examples of the high-tech 
tractors they have seen built in the factory.

Mr Morgenstern, Executive Director, Europe confidently predicts, “We are expecting 
10,000 visitors a year and around 3,000 dealers and importers for training sessions.”

Did they seem ready?  

Doug Robinson, General Manager of Deutz-Fahr, Australia said, “ Deutz-Fahr have future 
proofed themselves with their high-tech modernization of the plant.  Coupled with the 
multi stage product testing they have in place, it can only lead to a very high-tech, high 
quality and reliable tractor. Deutz-Fahr has certainly projected their image and capability 
into the future. They are impressively ready!”

“HUGE, BRILLIANT,  

            IMPRESSIVE,...”
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04-05 
AGROLUX

AGROLUX 310 (62HP) & AGROLUX 410 (75HP)

THE COMPACT UTILITY TRACTOR FOR EVERY TASK 
The Deutz-Fahr Agrolux series delivers extraordinary performance and has standard features 
where in other tractor brands are options. This tractor series  is fitted with a new forward/
revers synchronised shuttle where as an operator using a front end loader enables to move 
product efficiently and quickly. The transmission is also equipped with 15/15 gearbox where 
you get a speed selection from 280 metres an hour right up to 40km/h.
 
This tractor was built for working in steep country as this series is equipped as standard with 
independent 4 wheel wet disc brakes to give you stopping power when you need it the most 
and also front and rear diff lock to get 100% traction to the ground. Other standard features 
are 2 sets of rear remotes, heavy duty three point linkage and a comfortable user friendly 
operating area.
 
Consult your local Deutz-Fahr dealer to see the Agrolux series tractors today. 

The operator platform is laid out in a logical and 
user-friendly manner.

4 wheel independant disc brakes. 
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AGROLUX
NEW MODEL 

Fold down ROPS frame allowing the 
tractor to get into low sheds. 

2 sets of rear remotes with 
one set detent. Great for 
fence knockers.

3000kg heavy duty 
three point linkage.

Adjustable wheel equipment to make 
the tractor stable on any terrain. 

15/15 gearbox with speed range  
from 280mts/h to 40km/h.

62hp, 3 cylinder turbocharged engine

75hp 4 cylinder turbo intercooled engine.

Front and rear diff lock 
to get 100% traction to  
the ground.

4 wheel disc brakes to give 
you superb stopping power.

Ergonomic work 
space.

Euro hitch level lift loader big 
enough to lift big square bales.

Forward/ reverse shuttle making operation 
with a front end loader effiecient and easy. 

High specification tractors 
built for Australian conditions

$33,800EX GST

62HP AGROLUX 310 FITTED WITH FEL 

$41,500EX GST

75HP AGROLUX 410 FITTED WITH FEL 

AGROLUX & 4E SERIES 
ONLY. 1/3 DEPOSIT & 
24 EQUAL MONTHLY 
REPAYMENTS FEES & 
LENDING CONDITIONS APPLY*0%  
FINANCE

P.A.
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06-07 
4E

THE NEW 62 & 80HP 4E SERIES CAB TRACTOR
 
Deutz-Fahr has announced the Australian availability of the compact, manoeuvrable and 
versatile 4E Series tractors, saying the new 4065E and 4080E models are ideal for a wide 
range of applications, such as livestock, vineyard, dairy and lifestyle farming. 

The 4065E features a 62hp SDF 3-cylinder turbocharged engine, while the 4080E has 
the larger 80hp 4-cylinder turbocharged and intercooled Tier 3 compliant engine. The 
automated system monitors a set of engine parameters, and optimises engine function by 
adjusting injection accordingly. It’s designed for simplicity, and lets the driver set, store and 
recall the appropriate engine speed for the job.

“The engine size and capacity allow the engine to run PTO speeds at lower RPM,” Darveniza 
says, adding: “This gives two benefits: better fuel efficiency and lower noise levels.” 

The 4 Series transmission automatically provides an ideal ratio for each task. The 30+15 
configuration consists of a five-speed gearbox with three work ranges and under drive, the 
latter selected from a control integrated in the reverse shuttle lever. The four-wheel-drive 
version takes that up to 40km/h and incorporates creep gears. 

The 4E series are equipped with all-wheel multidisc wet brakes which, together with the 
tractor’s excellent weight to power ratio, make for highly efficient braking. The four-
wheeldrive system comes with 100 percent lockable front and rear differentials.

The air-conditioned cabins are fitted with climate control and designed for comfort, with 
ergonomically positioned controls enabling precise work with any implement. 
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$47,200EX GST

62HP - 4065E FITTED WITH FEL 

$53,900EX GST

80HP - 4080.4E FITTED WITH FEL 

INDRODUCTORY OFFER

4E
NEW MODEL 

Quality high specification 
tractors packed with features

FREE 
4IN1 BUCKET

OFFER ENDS 30TH SEPTEMBER 2017

Ergonomic spacious climate  
controlled air conditioned cabin.

Forward/reverse column shuttle enabling the operator 
to make shuttle movements with left hand whilst 
operating loader with right hand.

Heavy duty three point linkage 
with push button Easy-lift 
function enabling you to lift 
the linkage up and down with a 
simple push of a button.

2 Sets of rear remotes with Hi-flow 
hydraulics enabling hydraulic tasks 
such as post knocking achievable.

2 speed PTO with 540 and 540E with 
the economy speed enabling you to 
to do PTO tasks at lower engine revs 
which reduces noise and lowers fuel 
consumption.

 Adjustable radial wheel equipment enabling a sure foot 
print on the ground when working on steep country.

30/15 gears with speeds form 
240m/hr to 40km/h.

Heavy duty front axle with tight turning circle 
and fitted with 4 wheel independent disc brakes 
to achieve full braking power on all wheels and 
not just rear wheels.

A choice of a 62hp 3 cyl 
turbocharged or 80hp 4 cyl 
turbocharged intercooled engine. 
Both engines use individual Bosch 
fuel injection technology giving 
the engine the right fuel to burn 
efficiently saving you money.

High lift large capacity quick detach Deutz-Fahr level 
lift loader complete with easy to use joystick control, 
3rd function and Euro hitch.

AGROLUX & 4E SERIES 
ONLY. 1/3 DEPOSIT & 
24 EQUAL MONTHLY 
REPAYMENTS  
FEES & LENDING 
CONDITIONS APPLY*

0%  
FINANCE

P.A.
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08-09 
AGROFARM

96HP ALLROUNDER

Since the launch of the Agrofarm series in Australia this tractor model has 
become our best selling model for the past five years. Available in a 96hp cab 
or ROPS version you as the farmer have the choice to get a reliable, mechanical 
and affordable tractor to suit your farming operation.
 
The Cab and ROPS series are available in 2 versions with a DT synchro shuttle 
20/20 gearbox or a GS Power shuttle 40/40 gearbox incorporating a 2 speed 
powershift. These two gearbox variants have both been designed for front end 
loader work with easy and simple shuttle movements, combine this  with a 
heavy duty constructed chassis and front axle with independent disc brakes 
on 4 wheels this tractor has a stable foot print on the ground.
 
Take one for a drive today and you will see why this tractor is Number 1!

100GS ROPS fitted with loader $63,900 EX GST

Agrofarm 95C fitted with loader $50,490 EX GST

ROPS DEALS
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AGROFARM  

*AGROFARM AND 5 SERIES ONLY
60 MONTHLY REPAYMENTS @ 3.99%P.A.

WITH GST REPAID IN MONTH 4
FEES & LENDING CONDITIONS APPLY

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE
$63,900EX GST

 AGROFARM 100DT AND LOADER

Full visibility for all tasks attained 
from a well-positioned driver’s seat 
and sloping bonnet.

 Air-conditioned spacious cabin fitted 
with ergonomic controls to make 
those long days sitting in a tractor 
seat comfortable.

4 Speed PTO 540/540E – 1000/1000E  
which enables you to select economy 
speeds in turn lowering you engine 
rpm and lowering you diesel usage. 
End result saving you money!

Heavy duty hook end 
three point linkage with 
mechanical raise and 
lower lever fitted to rear 
to allow easy hitch up of 
implements.  
(Cab tractors only)

Wide adjustable radial wheel equipment with 
standard tyres of 480/70R34 and 420/70R24 fitted 
as standard to give full traction and flotation over 
ground (Agrofarm G tractors only).

A choice of a left hand synchro shuttle 20/20 gearbox 
or powershuttle 40/40 gearbox with 2 speed powershift 
transmissions with both having plenty of speed options 
with creep gears and 40km/h fitted as standard.

Ultimate braking capacity with 4 wheel 
independent wet disc brakes, combine 
this with a heavy duty front axle that 
has a superb turning circle and you 
have a very nimble safe tractor.

Heavy duty constructed tractor 
weighing over 4 tonne without 
loader fitted. This enables you as the 
operator to feel safe knowing you 
have some weight behind you when 
the front end loader is in operation.

Diesel only 4 cylinder turbocharged individual 
Injection technology engine developing 96hp 
and a true hp out at the PTO shaft due to the 
direct drive from engine.

Heavy duty level lift quick detach front end loader fitted with standard 
features such as euro hitch, 3rd function and softride. Combine these 
features with an ergonomic position of joystick and fast cycle times, 
loader operation becomes efficient and easy.

AGROFARM 100DT - NUMBER 1 FIVE YEARS RUNNING

No. 1 Selling 100HP Tractor
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10-11 
5G/5C 5105.4G

The hydraulic shuttle lever has a useful modulation control 
function to change reaction time. The roller wheel can set 5 
different levels of speed sensitivity.

The loader control joystick integrates perfectly in the 
 right-hand console.

Valued at $910 EX GST  
with every purchase of a 5105.4G 

Offer ends 30th September 2017

FREE HYDRO CAB 
SUSPENSION KIT  

with lowered 
engine speed
with lowered 
engine speed

$80,900EX GST

5105.4G TRACTOR AND LOADER NO DEPOSIT FINANCE
$93,900EX GST

5120C TRACTOR AND LOADER

The 5105.4G tractor released in Australia only 24 months ago has proven to be one of the most 
popular 100hp tractors in the country with over 250 units already sold and out working. The 
5105.4G incorporates the most innovative design and technology, which maximises efficiency 
and quality in the most wide range of applications. The D2L cabin is designed for comfort and 
ease of use, a quality 100hp tractor!

   FARMotion Tier 4i  electronically controled diesel engine

   5105.4 Gearbox 40F + 40R with 2 gears with electrohydraulic under load, push button shifiting  
       with splitter and creeper

    STOP & Go function where you as an operator can drive like an automatic car by pressing  
       the foot on the brake pedal to stop

   4 Speed PTO 540/540E 1000/1000E

   Ideal tractor for use with a front loader, with reinforced front axle, factory fitted ready kit  
       loader installation.

   True 4-wheel braking and park brake for superlative safety in the field and on the road

   Brand new D2L cab design  

STANDARD FEATURES

PERFECT FOR EVERY FARM

REMEMBER FREE CAB SUSPENSION WITH TRACTORS 
PURCHASED BEFORE 30TH SEPTEMBER 2017

*AGROFARM AND 5 SERIES ONLY
60 MONTHLY REPAYMENTS @ 3.99%P.A.

WITH GST REPAID IN MONTH 4
FEES & LENDING CONDITIONS APPLY
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5120C

New Hydro cab suspension system reduces cab vibrations up to 
40% and gives the operator a smooth ride. (5210C Standard).
 

THE 5120C (118HP) – THE TRACTOR FOR ALL FARMS 
 
For efficient work with utility tractors, working, driving and operating comfort are just as 
important as versatility. Arable farms, dairy farms, livestock farms and municipal applications 
– the range of work is increasingly varied and working day increasingly long. Only if a 
utility tractor meets every aspect of the working profile can it be commercially successful. 
Deutz-Fahr has made this their focus where they have made a tractor that has ergonomic 
controls, high vision from the driver’s seat and a comfortable soft ride with the development 
of the new hydro cab suspension where this has improved driver comfort up to 40%.   

The Deutz-Fahr 5120C has a list of standard features where other brands are options!

Comfortable and ergonomic cabin designed by Giugiaro to 
give the driver optimum vision and all controls needed in a 
comfortable user friendly position.

The SDD rapid steering system. Half the wheel rotation, double 
the steering power.

  Deutz 3.6 lt NO Adblue 4 cylinder common rail turbo chargerd intercooled engine delivering 118hp and high torque

  60/60 Transmission with 3 speed powershift, creep gears and maximimum speed of 40km/h at an economy engine speed

  Sense clutch powershuttle with 5  level response modulation
  STOP & Go function where you as an operator can drive like an automatic car by pressing the foot on the brake pedal  

      to stop
  4 Wheel independent wet disc brakes allowing to give 100% braking in all conditions
  4 Speed soft start PTO allowing to run economy speeds at only 1600 engine rpm resulting in low noise and  

      fuel consumption
  Easy to use electronic three point linkage with all draft and position controls and supplied with fender buttons  

      to allow easy outside connection of implements

  Hi-Visibility ergonomic cabin with glass roof hatch allowing operator to see all tasks at hand

  New Hydro cab suspension reducing cab vibrations up to 40%

STANDARD FEATURES

$93,900EX GST

5120C TRACTOR AND LOADER NO DEPOSIT FINANCE
*AGROFARM AND 5 SERIES ONLY

60 MONTHLY REPAYMENTS @ 3.99%P.A.
WITH GST REPAID IN MONTH 4

FEES & LENDING CONDITIONS APPLY
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THE TABLE GRAPE AND VINEYARD CHAMPION 

Deutz-Fahr has always been one of the leading European manufacturers of specialised 
tractors. A particularly vivid example of how these decades of expertise have been 
put to use is the evolution of the Agroplus Profiline range, with a slimline design 
conceived to cater for all the needs of specialist cROPS such as vineyards, bananas 
and citrus.  The Agroplus Profiline comes standard with a flat platform and can be 
narrowed down to 1650mm overall width using a 340/85R28 rear tyre.*

1.65M - FLAT PLATFORM*

AGROPLUS 420  
PROFILINE

Spacious Cabin

55 Degree Turning Angle

Shuttle Modulation

   Fuel efficient 96hp SDF engine with cruise control
   Flat platform ergonomic cabin
   Forward/reverse wet clutch power shuttle with modulation

   The right gear for the right job - 45/45 transmission c/w  3 speed powershift
   STOP & Go function where you as an operator can drive like an automatic car by pressing the 
foot on the brake pedal to stop
   Electronic linkage with headland control
   PTO Speeds tailored to the tractor engine. 540 economy speed achieved at 1600 Rpm,  
 this achieves the best fuel consumption for the tractor
   High flow hydraulics with 3 sets of rear remotes std 
   4 wheel disc brakes with front and rear diff lock
   Tight 55 degree turning angle

STANDARD FEATURES

12-13 
SPECIALIST TRACTORS

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION TODAY
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THE NUT AND LOW TREE SPECIALIST 
The Agrofarm TB tractor has just been launched in Australia to give an option to the 
Nut  Avocado grower or any farming practice that needs a low profile well weighted 
tractor. This tractor is fitted with a spacious air-conditioned cabin that can fit a 6ft 
person in comfortably, achieves an overall height of 2.1mt, but most importantly 
the top cab width sits at 960mm wide.

Spacious Cabin

ROPS available

Engine Speed Cruise Control

AGROFARM TB

   Fuel efficient 102 hp Deutz engine with cruise control
   4140kg  unladen weight
   4 Wheel disc brakes – safety when working on slopes
   Wet clutch powershuttle 40km/h gearbox

   40/40 gears with 2 speed powershift and creep range 

   4 Speed PTO - 540 economy speed achieved at 1600 rpm, this achieves the best fuel  
 consumption for the tractor

  Ergonomic seating position and room in the cabin to fit a 6ft person comfortablly
   Cabin standard with protected seals, tinted glass and designed for dense tree growers
   High flow hydraulics with 3 sets of rear remotes std

STANDARD FEATURES

SPECIALISED  
TRACTORS

$76,900EX GST

DEMONSTRATOR AGROFARM 420 TB FITTED  
WITH CAGE AND FLOTATION WHEELS (S/N 5419)

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE
*AGROFARM AND 5 SERIES ONLY

60 MONTHLY REPAYMENTS @ 3.99%P.A.
WITH GST REPAID IN MONTH 4

FEES & LENDING CONDITIONS APPLY
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14-15 
SPECIALIST TRACTORS

MADE TO MEASURE. 
The Agroplus F, S and V are special tractors that are manoeuvrable, compact and versatile with a range 
of technical features without comparison. With electronically controlled engines, reduced engine 
speeds at 40 km/h maximum speed and ECO-Speed transmissions with powershuttle, you also save 
fuel and time and therefore money. Of rugged and compact design, they are the ideal tractors for 
vineyards and orchards. With a minimum external width of just 111 cm and a maximum steering angle 
of 60°, they are ideal for all classical specialist crop cultivation with row widths of 1.20 to 2.20m.

Spacious Sealed Cabin with Carbon Filters as Std.

Front Axle Suspension Available - S/V

Engine Speed Cruise Contol

   Fuel efficient SDF engine with cruise control.
  Narrow overall tractor width of 1110mm and cabin width of 1010mm
  60 degree angle with tight turning radius of 3.4m.
  The right gear for the right job – 30/15 transmission and 45/45 transmission c/w 3 speed powershift. 

   The operator can choose from a selection of 16 gears from  3km/h to 17km/h
  PTO speeds tailored to the tractor engine. 540 economy speed achieved at 1600 Rpm, this achieves 
the best fuel consumption for the tractor.
  High flow hydraulics with 3 sets of rear remotes std and many more configurations available for front, 
mid and rear.

STANDARD FEATURES

A B C D

Model Min Overall 
Height

Min Overall 
Width

Top Roof 
Width

Widest Cabin 
Width

Agroplus F 2235mm 1430mm 1048mm 1170mm

Agroplus S 2285mm 1265mm 1048mm 1040mm

Agroplus V 2240mm 1160mm 1048mm 1010mm

AGROPLUS F/S/V
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75HP LOW PROFILE ROPS TRACTOR AT A SMALL PRICE 
The Agroplus F keyline developed by Deutz-Fahr offers the ideal specialist tractor for fruit 
growing businesses that are looking for mechanisation with all features at an affordable 
price. The Agroplus F keyline is a 4 cylinder turbocharged  intercooled engine developing 
71hp at the PTO shaft. With a  level of driving comfort and operating convenience that 
is exemplary in this category the tractor shines not only with driver comfort and with its 
maneuverability but selection of gear speeds to do any task at hand. Standard features 
include a fold down ROPS frame, 3000kg rear lift, 2 sets of rear remotes, 540/540E PTO 
speeds and more.

HD Rear 3PL with 540/540E PTO Speeds

Ergonomic Comfortable Work Area

AGROPLUS F
Keyline

   Purpose built specialised low profile slim design tractor
   4 cylinder turbocharged intercooled 75hp engine
   Fold down ROPS frame
   10/10 gears with shuttle and 40km/h road speed
   Chart topping 71hp output at PTO shaft with two speed PTO 540/540E

   4 wheel independent wet disc brakes for superb braking power
   Heavy duty three point linkage fitted standard with 2 sets of rear remotes

STANDARD FEATURES

Spacious Sealed Cabin with Carbon Filters as Std.

Front Axle Suspension Available - S/V

Engine Speed Cruise Contol

AGROPLUS F/S/V

$43,200EX GST

AGROPLUS F80.4 KEYLINE ROPS

SPECIALISED  
TRACTORS
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LIMITED
EDITION

90th
Anniversary 1927-2017

TRACTOR AND LOADER

100HP

$59,900 
EX GST

SPECIFICATIONS
  Forward/Reverse synchronised shuttle

   40km/h gearbox

  Air conditioned cabin

  4 wheel disc brakes

  Euro hitch level lift loader includes 3rd function and soft ride

First time… every timeSAME DEUTZ-FAHR PARTS

Only original spare parts supplied by the SAME DEUTZ-FAHR Group undergo rigorous testing 
and meticulous quality inspection by our qualified engineering team. This provides you with a 
guarantee of total reliability, long service and peace of mind: this ultimately, is real added value.

Genuine parts for... 
contact your authorised Deutz-Fahr dealer today!

16-17 
SPECIALS AND GPS

A SNAP SHOT OF GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY GENUINE PARTS
MODEL PARTS RRP Inc GST

Agrofarm 100G/SAME Engine Oil filter                0.044.1567.0/10 $12.61 $13.87
Agrofarm 100G/SAME Fuel Filter                                 2.4319.060.1 $5.90 $6.49

M600 Engine Oil filter                02931095 $25.55 $28.10
M600 Steering Filter                   2.4419.350.0/10 $15.65 $17.22
Agromaxx / Agrolux Hydraulic Filter                 2.4419.280.0/10 $31.82 $35.00
6 Series (and others) LH Door Glass                             04418951/10 $466.17 $512.79

Most models Grammer Air Seat 0.900.0842.8/20 $1,400.00 $1,540.00
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AGROSKY
Topcon

HIGH ACCURACY AT A FRACTION OF THE COST –  
NEW TOPNET GLOBAL D
As a farmer on today’s land you want to be the most efficient with the lowest cost 
involved. Topcon precision agriculture have the solution when it comes to getting 
the accuracy needed  with the launch of a new 5cm pass to pass TOPNET Global 
D correction service. This provides the customer with a choice of accuracies to fit 
various applications from row crop planting and harvest to land prep, tillage and 
broad acre operations requiring high accuracy decimetre solutions.
 
With this correction service you can get the accuracy needed when you need it 
and order a low cost subscription for a month, 3 months, 6 months or a year.  
See pricing below and talk to your Deutz-Fahr dealer today about your GPS needs.

Why use a foam marker when you can use GPS guidance. 

Hands free steering with hydraulic and electric steering packages 
available with a choice of correction and screen size

Genuine parts for... 
contact your authorised Deutz-Fahr dealer today!

     Topnet Global-D 1 month      $215.00    EX GST 

     Topnet Global-D 3 month      $535.00    EX GST

     Topnet Global-D 6 month      $800.00    EX GST

     Topnet Global-D 1 year      $1,065.00    EX GST

PRICING

DEUTZ DRIVE 110 WITH LIGHT BAR 
$1,800 EX GST
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AGROTRON M

AGROTRON M600 (50KM/H) AND M620

POWER IS SYNONYMOUS WITH EFFICIENCY
Agrotron M is a tractor like no other, with eye-catching, exclusive style and a 
generous panoramic cab. These attributes come together with state of the art 
fuel efficient diesel only 6 cylinder Deutz engine matched to perfection with 
efficient ZF Powershift transmissions and a high performance hydraulic system 
to create an astonishingly effective package.
 
The Agrotron M series ranges from 141hp to 167hp;
• Both tractors are fitted with cab and axle suspension 
• Closed centre 120 l/min hydraulic system with 4 remotes 
• 4 speed PTO 
• 50km/h road speed 
• Ergonomic cabin with armrest controls 
• Consult you Deutz-Fahr dealer today
 

Hydro-pneumatic Front Axle Suspension. 

Ergonomic Controls.

Approval for 100 %  
bio-diesel: Saves costs and 
protects the environment.

DEUTZ Common-Rail: 
The exclusive technology for 

minimal fuel consumption and 
the quickest possible response 

characteristics.

D
R

I V E  D E U

T
Z

S
AVE DIESEL

Thanks to their innovative 
engine technology,  

DEUTZ-FAHR tractors save up 
to 15 % on diesel fuel.

PTO
With 4 PTO speeds as standard:

540 / 540 E / 1,000 / 1,000 E

505050

Fuel-efficiency even at 
50 km / h thanks to the  
reduced engine speed.

DIESEL
ONLY

Ad
Blue

NO DPF
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AGROTRON MGerman Engineering   
6 Cylinder 50km/h Tractors

$122,900EX GST

141HP M600 50KM/H FITTED WITH FEL 

$130,900EX GST

167HP M620 50KM/H FITTED WITH FEL 

Hi-Visibility suspended air conditioned 
cabin fitted with ergonomic armrest 
controls and glass roof hatch which is ideal 
for loader work.

120 l/min closed centre hydraulic 
system with 4 sets of rear remotes and 
power beyond and load sensing valves. 

Heavy duty rear three point linkage with 
9200kg lift and ride control suspension 
activated automatically when linkage is 
above 65 degrees and 8km/h road speed.

ZF heavy duty transmission with shuttle 
giving the operator a choice of 24 forward 
and reverse speeds and a road speed of 
50km/h at a reduced engine rpm.

Heavy duty front suspended axle where you 
can turn on or off depending on task at hand. 
When front axle is on combined with cabin 
suspension the operators gets a  40% better 
ride quality if a tractor did not have any 
suspension.

German Deutz 6 Cylinder common rail 
engine that requires NO Ad Blue. This engine 
is fitted standard with an engine speed cruise 
control where this maintains power while 
governing the fuel load to get the best fuel 
consumption.

Deutz-Fahr have been the pioneer with 
forward vision with its trademark Agrotron 
series. This gives the user great forward vision 
when using a loader or optional front linkage 
unit. Sit in the tractor and get someone to 
stand at the front and you will understand.

High lift and high capacity Agrolift level lift loader 
with quick cycle time an all quick detach functionality 
standard with user friendly joystick control, third 
function and softride.

AGROTRON M 50KM/H SERIES ONLY. 30% DEPOSIT, 
GST REPAID IN MONTH 4 & 3 ANNUAL REPAYMENTS 
COMMENCING MARCH 2018  
FEES & LENDING CONDITIONS APPLY*

0.99%  
 
REPAYMENTS 
START 
MARCH 
2018

P.A.
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7230 & 7250 TTV 20-21
 7 & 9 SERIES

The 7 Series TTV Agrotron are designed to achieve high performance and maximise 
production efficiency output. Deutz-Fahr has fine tuned the most advanced technology to 
produce the TTV series, which boasts excellent performance, low fuel consumption and 
outstanding operator comfort. Giugiaro’s distinctive design styling has put its stamp on the 
7 Series, characterised with an exclusive bonnet, futuristic mudguard shape incorporated 
with easily visible LED lighting, and a cab layout unique to the market.

DESIGN MEETS POWER

STANDARD FEATURES
  Deutz Common Rail Tier 4i engine, 6 cylinders, 24 valves, turbo intercooler, with electronic 
engine management and exhaust gas post-treatment system (AdBlue®) SCR

  Continuously variable transmission, infinitely variable speed from 0 to 50 km/h 

  Servo-assisted Power Brake system, to increase comfort and braking power

  MaxiVision Cab with new color line, new console, new air conditioning and  
hi-tech materials

  Multifunctional armrest, latest generation joystick and new integrated iMonitor 2.0 system 
with ISO connectivity

   Full 30cm hydraulic steer GPS system standard. Easily upgraded to RTK

The MaxiVision 2 offers much space and an optimised work 
environment.

The multifunction armrest of the 7 Series TTV incorporates all the 
main controls and allows total management of the machine.
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9340 TTV

DEUTZ-FAHR‘S 340HP GIANT 

The 9340 TTV Agrotron Deutz-Fahr engineers have developed an Euro 3 Non AdBlue Non DPF high torque 
efficient engine, ultra-modern, highly intelligent, high-horsepower tractor. Which performs and increases 
the operating efficiency largely thanks to unique operating comfort, automated routine functions and the 
most innovative technologies - and all this while consuming minimal resources.

This tractor not only looks the part with its LED front lights and Giugiaro design. This tractor is  
super-efficient at putting power to the ground compared to other tractor brands. One of the main reasons 
this tractor can get power to the ground is the amazing power to rate ratio which has helped by the new IF 
(Increased Flexion) tyre technology used today giving you a bigger footprint on the ground and running at 
low tyre pressures never heard before.

Contractors and high hp farmers the future is here and this tractor will save you money with the new 
technology available.

Maintenance operations are made easier with the help of 
an electrically controlled opening hood. 

The 9340 inner wheels are set at 2m centres and  
duals at 4m centres. 

  Deutz 7.8 TTCD Stage 3 Common Rail, 6-cylinder, 24-valve, twin-turbo intercooled engine with no AdBlue and no DPF

  TTV continuously variable transmission with Terramatic technology and 4 working ranges 

  Powerbrake servo-assisted braking system and automatic Electric Parking Brake

  Front axle with suspension

  160 l/min load sensing hydraulic system

  MaxiVision 2 cab with WorkMonitor, interior trims in hi-tech materials, maximum ergonomics and comfort

  Multifunction armrest with integral joystick for control of the main tractor functions

  iMonitor2 with integral ISOBUS system and Agrosky hydraulic steer GPS

  One-piece, electric opening hood and LED light clusters

STANDARD FEATURES

DIESEL
ONLY

Ad
Blue

NO DPF
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6 CYLINDER SPECIALS22-23
TRACTOR SPECIALS

  Front axle and cabin suspension

  C Shift automatic powershift transmission delivering 40/40 gears

  Speed range 340 mt/h to 50 km/h
  Closed centre 120 l/min hydraulics with 4 rear remotes and 1 front

STANDARD FEATURES

  Front axle and cab suspension

  TTV Infinite speed gearbox with 50km/h road speed
  Hydraulic steer GPS with 30cm GLONASS correction
  Separate hydraulic and Ttansmission reservoir

  Front axle and pneumatic cabin suspension

  TTV infinite speed gearbox with 50km/h road speed

  I-Monitor 2 – 12” Screen with ISO BUS 11783 connectivity
  160 l/min Hi flow hydraulic pump with power beyond and  

     load sensing connectivity

STANDARD FEATURES

2 ONLY

4 ONLY

$149,500EX GST

6160 C-SHIFT   166HPINCLUDES 
FRONT 

LINKAGE 
AND PTO

INCLUDES 
FRONT 

LINKAGE 
AND PTO

2 ONLY$197,500EX GST

6190TTV   193HP

7230 TTV   245HP

STANDARD FEATURES

$226,900EX GST
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CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Bascombe Auto Ag Cummins 08 8676 2980

Cavan Agricultural Cavan 08 8262 3847

G & J East Kadina 08 8821 1188

G & J East Strathalbyn 08 8536 3733

GJ Clarke & Co Karoonda 08 8578 1030

Murray River Machinery Renmark 08 8586 6155

Vinetech Machinery Tanunda 08 8563 3959

VICTORIA

Ararat Automotive Services Ararat 03 5352 1643

Claas Harvest Centre Colac Colac 03 5231 6322

Cohuna Car Sales & Machinery Cohuna 03 5456 2088

Dowfarm Machinery Casterton 03 5581 1500

Elders Limited Bairnsdale Bairnsdale 03 5153 1999

Grogan's Machinery Epsom 03 5448 3535

Mansfield Farm Equipment Mansfield 03 5872 1844

McGregor Machinery Pty Ltd Wangaratta 03 57229933

Phillips Farm Machinery Hamilton 03 5572 1822

Primtec Tractors Pty Ltd Mildura 03 5022 1004

Seville Tractors Seville 03 5964 4649

Swayn & McCabe Warrnambool 03 5561 4777

The Tractor Company Pakenham 03 5940 7033

Western Plains Motors Rokewood 03 5346 1223

William Adams - Craig Horsham 0419 351 246

William Adams Shepparton 03 5832 5500

William Adams - Stephen Swan Hill 0438 325923

William Adams - Travis Traralgon 0428 137497

William Adams - John Leongatha 0409 949582

William Adams - Andrew Wodonga 0458 890190

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Cowaramup Tractor Sales Cowaramup 08 9755 5207

Fred Hopkins WA Welshpool 08 9351 9000

Mid-West Tractors Geraldton 08 9964 7443

SLR Tractors and Machinery Baldivis 08 9725 4722

TASMANIA

TK & KR Shipton Devonport 03 6424 8166

William Adams - Brent Burnie 0429 709094

William Adams - Rob Hobart 0408 890175

William Adams - Russell Launceston 0427 833607

NORTHERN TERRITORY

Farm World NT Humpty Doo 08 8988 9411

DEALER TOWN PHONE 

NSW

Agland Cootamundra 02 6942 0600

Agland Temora 02 6942 0600

Agtrade Finley 03 5883 4560

Col Mann's Tenterfield 02 6736 1566

Double R Equipment Repairs Mudgee 02 6372 3257

Equipment & Service Co Tamworth 02 6762 3000

Jim Leslie Engineering Grafton 02 6642 3599

JTP Machinery Brogo 02 6492 7151

KC Farm Equipment Lismore 02 6622 8122

Kyogle Tractors Kyogle 02 6632 3288

Modern Motors Dungog 02 4992 1486

New Era Machinery Orange 02 6361 3355

Nowra Truck and Tractor Bomaderry 02 4421 7188

Southern Highlands Truck and Tractor Mittagong 02 4872 1771

Thompson Farm Gear Wauchope 02 6585 3608

Total Ag Solutions Wagga Wagga 02 6931 8827

Western Farm Machinery Tottenham 02 6847 3422

Western Farm Machinery Warren 02 6847 3422

QLD

Ag Requirements Gatton 07 5468 0000

Barambah Machinery Murgon 07 4168 1718

Dovers & Sons Beaudesert 07 5540 1800

Dovers & Sons Boonah 07 5463 3800

G & T Sales Pty Ltd Gordonvale 07 4056 1179

McDonald Murphy Machinery Bundaberg 07 4153 6933

Russo and Vella Machinery Ingham 07 4776 5195

Spearman Diesel Fittings Tully 07 4068 6088

TMI Machinery -Tractors Machinery Implements Nambour 07 5476 4888

Vedelago Mechanical Repairs Thulimbah 07 4685 2200

Westco Truck Sales Rockhampton 07 4923 1000

Westco Truck Sales Toowoomba 07 4631 4000

*0.00%p.a. applicable to Agrolux & 4 Series Tractor models only based on minimum 1/3rd 
deposit and equal monthly repayments over 2 Years. 2.99%p.a. applicable to Agrofarm & 
5 Series Tractor models only based on No Deposit, monthly repayments over 3 Years with 
the GST component repaid within 4 months.
0.99%p.a. applicable to M 50km/h Series Tractor models only based on minimum 30% 
deposit, the GST component repaid within 4 months and equal repayment in March 2018, 
2019 & 2020. Alternative special finance package rates, terms and structures are also 
available up to 5 Years.
Fees and lending conditions apply to approved ABN holders only. PFG Credit is a division 
of De Lage Landen Pty Limited ABN 20 101 692 040.
Prices exclude freight and pre delivery. Pictures for illustration purposes. Conditions apply. 
For exact specifications of advertised tractors, please consult your local dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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180HP WORKHORSE @ $136,900 EX GST (LIMITED STOCK)

AGROTRON 180

See inside catalogue for more details.

CREDIT
Tailored Finance Packages for all Deutz-Fahr Tractors

DIESEL
ONLY

Ad
Blue

GERMAN BUILT

120 l/min Closed hydraulics with 4 
sets of remotes and Power beyondHeavy duty ZF semi powershift 

transmission with 4 powershift speeds

Front axle suspension with 50km/h roadspeed

 7.2 lt NO AdBlue DEUTZ engine  

SPECIAL OFFER

SPECIAL OFFER

SPECIAL OFFER

AGROFARM & 5 SERIES 
NO DEPOSIT FINANCE

AGROLUX & 4E SERIES 
0%p.a. OVER 24 MONTHS

AGROTRON M 50KM/H SERIES
0.99%p.a REPAYMENTS START MARCH 2018


